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A Diachronic Phonology of the Sataw Language

The Sataw language (or natively: iru Sataw) is a severely endangered language historically
spoken on Fuku island off the coast of Taiwan. The language is critically understudied and
its origins have long remained obscure. However, based on regular sound correspondences
in the core vocabulary Sataw can now be confidently placed in the Kuroshian language
family. This paper offers supporting evidence for this claim. Before analyzing the interaction
between the vocalic, consonantal and accentual innovations, some background information
on the Sataw people will be provided as well as a concise description of their speech.

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Sataw are native to Fuku island; a small, precipitous island and a few rocks and sea
stacks surrounding it off the northeastern coast of Taiwan. Here they lived an insular life
isolated from the rest  of the  aborigines for  the  most  of  the year  and their  contact  with
Formosa proper was infrequent at best. Here follows a summary of documents that mention
the Sataw before that time.

The greatest paradox of the Sataw is that their language has been of some interest to
outsiders for more than three hundred documented years, but the number of times the Sataw
are explicitly mentioned in premodern contemporary documents does probably not exceed a
dozen.  However,  Sataw is  in  a position of relative luxury if  one takes  into account  the
number of inland tribes that never came into contact with the colonial administration, be it
Spanish or Dutch, and thus never had their speech or customs (or their existence for that
matter) documented by contemporaries. 

The first, casual mention of the Sataw tribe and their “slanted speech” we find in the
diary of a naval explorer in service of the Spanish imperial navy, Juan de la Quexada. He
writes:



The  satahua are,  like  the  others,  short  and  dark  skinned.  Their  sharp  facial  
features are reminiscent of those of a mountain cat and it is impossible to guess their 
age, ranging from 15 to maybe double that number. Their speech is slanted and ill
understood by the other primitives.1

From the contents of De la Quexada’s diary it is impossible to state with certainty whether
or not he had Sataw in employ on his ship or how he came in contact with the tribe. Since
approximately  the  beginning  of  the  17th century  Sataw  bands  had  been  seasonally
frequenting the Formosan shoreline to trade with aborigine tribes and to forage for marine
animals such as sea cucumbers2. In this scenario, it is not unrealistic to posit that De la
Quexada recruited  native deckhands amongst  sea-borne bands especially  given the high
mortality rates on intercontinental imperial ships.

Further documents from the Spanish colonial era (1626-1642) mentioning the Sataw
are  second  hand  accounts.  A  motif  often  found  in  these  letters,  memoirs  and  other
documents is the arcane reputation the Sataw had among mainland tribes.  In contrast to
most Formosan tribes who had ages of experience in hunting, trading, intermarrying and
warring with one another, the Sataw were encountered only irregularly. This is illustrated by
the following excerpt:

[The Sataw] can resurrect a dead chicken back to health with the phrase “Urracan!” 
and this frightens the other barbarians. After working their magic on the chicken, its
owners sent away the Sataw and got into a brawl with them. This is how our guide 
was stabbed.3

1 This  quote  comes  from  the  diary  that  is  now  part  of  the  Pertsikov-Voland  collection.  Several  contemporary
documents,  letters,  maps, charts and one manuscript that mention the Sataw tribe were acquired by the emigré
aristocrat and occultist A.S. Pertsikov-Voland in the beginning of the 20 th century. When they were brought to Saint-
Petersburg, they quickly disappeared into archives where they rested in anonymity until the fall of the Soviet Union
in 1991. The disclosure of the archives and its subsequent transfer to the L.N. Andreyev State University proved the
starting point for research on the Sataw. 

2 The practice of “trepanging”, or the collection and preparation of sea cucumbers, was marginal amongst the Sataw,
but is widespread amongst Austronesian peoples, like the Macassan and the Buginese. Most peoples indigenous to
the island of Formosa however were more adept at small scale agriculture or hunting land animals. 

3 Berg, N. & Alenicheva, F. 2016. Urakan!: The Discourse of Death in Sataw Funerary Practice, p. 2.



These fragments of commentary are few and the amount of material that is available in
publication even fewer. As the imperial forces find the region too difficult to keep in their
sphere of influence, they abandon it in the middle of the 17th century. 

With the withdrawal from the Western powers, settlers from mainland China became
the new driving force to the region. These migrants worked primarily in agriculture and
cultivated the fertile Formosan plains, mostly interacting (or clashing) with the aborigines
that inhabited Formosa proper. Only in the second half of the 19 th century, after almost two
centuries, the Chinese population on Taiwan had grown to around three million4 and the
Sataw return as subjects of interest. With this increase in population came an increase in
commercial activity. A small number of business letters of that time mention the visiting
Sataw directly.

From those  business documents, a picture emerges of the Sataw as an isolated tribe,
making landfall on the Formosan coast only once or twice a year to bargain and trade. They
stood outside local communities, only affiliating endogamously with other Sataw. We find
accusations of Sataw bands “scavenging for trash” and “[being] quacks with a penchant for
animal medicine, but without a family name”. One farmer filed an official complaint that his
metal implements that were stolen from the road side were now in possession of a local
merchant, who must have been “in cahoots with the wretched Sataw”5.

The scarcity of written sources gives the unjustified impression that here was little
outside interest in the Fuku archipelago.  Until modern times Fuku, which is but a minor
island by itself, enjoyed some reputation amongst the mainland aborigine tribes as the seat
of the psstan (translated by Pertsikov-Voland as "oracle" or "diviner"6), traditionally an older
man in female, transvestite appearance. Speaking in tongues or in the Sataw language, the
prophecies of the oracle were often misunderstood by these mainland visitors, who relied on
Sataw layfolk to translate and interpret. This led to a variety of sayings in the languages of

4 Wang, I. 1980. Cultural contact and  the migration of Taiwan’s aborigines: a cultural perspective, p. 43.
5 Berg, N. & Alenicheva, F. 2016. Urakan!: The Discourse of Death in Sataw Funerary Practice, p. 23.
6 The  lack  of  research  on  the  Sataw  have  long  let  Pertsikov-Voland’s  translatinon  of  psstan  as  “oracle”  be

uncontested.  However,  if  one  looks  at  the  etnographer’s  source  material,  another  picture  arises  of  the  psstan.
Prophecising seemed only a secondary responsibility, many of which were of far greater interest to the fortean
sensibilities of the Pertsikov-Voland expeditiona. A more fitting translation would be "mage".
a  The term is purported to be derived from the PKu root *beReqat "to be pregnant", indicating that the psstan was
thought of as someone holding a potential life giving force.



the mainland natives, like: ‘to add Sataw [words]’ (to be incomprehensible) and ‘to sit at the
well of the psstan’ (to be naïve).

Indicative  for  the  relative  isolation  of  the  Sataw is  that  the  Fuku archipelago is,
despite its geographical proximity, only sporadically included on maps of Formosa7. During
the period of imperial administration8, an improvised radio broadcasting facility was erected
on  Fuku,  together  with  a  school  consisting  of  single  small  classroom.  The  decaying
remnants of these concrete shacks can still be discerned amidst the overgrowth of bamboo
stalks and vines of ivy. 

Since 1945 and the defeat of the imperial government,  traditional society and the
number of  native speakers  have been on the decline.  The lack of  opportunities  and the
demographic gap after the war, pushed many Sataw from their home island. Most Sataw
living elsewhere were rapidly acculturated into the other (aborigine) groups and stopped to
speak  Sataw,  causing  the  Sataw  to  almost  disappear  as  a  distinct  race,  save  the  one
geographically  isolated  town  on  Fuku  where  my  informants  and  last  surviving  native
speakers reside. Although at this point language revitalization is a missed station, their spirit
and knowledge will hopefully survive by documenting all things Sataw.
- Notes on fieldwork:
In addition to the handful of first and second hand accounts, there have been two organized
expeditions to study the Sataw. The first expedition took place in the winter of 1921 and the
early months of 1922 on the island of Fuku. A company of researchers under the auspices of
A.S. Pertsikov-Voland (PV) meticuously elicited and documented Sataw incantations, spells
and  ŋa  s-rahaw;  so  called  funerary  songs.  Special  attention  was  paid  to  their  exact
pronunciation as proscribed by the Sataw. Even though the purpose of this expedition was
rather  opaque by the standards of  modern academia,  the field notes gathered in  the PV

7 One  piece  in  the  Pertsikov-Voland  collection  is  of  considerable  visual  interest.  A Chinese  map,  dated  to  the
beginning of the 19th century, specifically denotes the archipelago. It depicts the northeastern coast of Formosa in
some detail, with Fuku island and its surroundings swerving off it. Unfortunately most of the map’s details are now
hardly visible on account of a strange, rusty discoloration that is reminiscent of some of Rembrandt’s better known
works.

8 The strategic interest of the Fuku islands was limited for the imperial government, as the islands of the Ryukyuan
chain  by  themselves  form a  stepping  board  onto  the  South  China  Sea.  From Yonaguni  island  at  the  western
extremity of the chain, Taiwan can be seen, so there is no need for an extra stop over in Fuku, a place that is
unfriendly to many vessels even in calm weather conditions. From an economic perspective, no honor could be
gained from Fuku besides a taste for salty, murky soup.



archive,  together  with  the  acquired  (historical)  documents,  form an  invaluable  body  of
knowledge on the Sataw and they continue to be studied and made public.

This  author’s  fieldwork  on  the  Sataw language  was  undertaken  in  2013  and  the
summer of 2014 in Bāzhèn village (八镇), known locally as Warituŋ village, Fuku island.
These  two  visits  were  with  the  support  of  the  Workgroup  Languages  and  Cultures  of
Formosa and the Kurosio at  the  Faculty for  Linguistics  and Oriental  Philology at  L.N.
Andreyev State University. Special thanks goes to my two informants, who lavishly shared
their  language,  linguistic  intuitions,  myths,  anecdotes  and  home-brew  krasim with  me:
Tatsumi Puyu and of course Tetsuto Kayku, who both so surely command my generosity.
- Current distribution of historical documents mentioning the Sataw:
a)  Since  its  release  from the  national  archives  of  the  Soviet  Union  in  1991,  the  L.N.
Andreyev State University is in the possession of the entire PV collection, which consists of
notes gathered by his expedition, as well as documents acquired by him that predate the
expedition. Fragments from the collection have featured in academic presentations by this
author. The other documents, most importantly the manuscript of Uratiŋ the Mage, are yet
to be disclosed. 
b)  National  Institute  for  Japanese  Language  and  Linguistics  (Tokyo):  only  sporadically
published, most importantly in the lemma on the Sataw people in the  Japanese National

Encyclopedia. To my knowledge, no translation of the encyclopedia exists that contains the
same or any other lemma on the Sataw.
c) National Library of the Republic of China (Taipei): yet to be published. There has been
significant hesitation on behalf of the Taiwanese government to open their archives to the
public or academia, given the implications it could have for the recognition of the Sataw as a
separate and official aborigine group.

2. PHONOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY SATAW
The following analysis of the synchronic phonology of MS is this author’s and it is based on
personal data. All transcriptions here presented are phonemic, meaning they do not indicate
surface forms (except where explicitly stated otherwise) as this unfortunately falls outside of
the scope of this paper. 



- The vowels of Modern Sataw

There are 6 phonemic vowels. These are the cardinal vowels /ä, i, u/ <a, i, u> and their long
counterparts /äː, iː,  uː/  <aa, ii,  uu>. Vowel length is not delimited by placement of the
nucleus in a word, or stress. In addition to these vowels there is a syllabic consonant /s̩ː/
<ss> that behaves like a vowel, albeit only in syllables of the form CV. Thus, <ss> may
receive word stress and consonants immediately succeeding it will behave like intervocalic
consonants, thereby altering their phonetic quality. Finally, there is a single diphthong / a/͜əa/
<ua> which has a stable phonemic pronunciation. 

Although the phonemic vowel inventory is limited, the number of surface forms is
much greater since stressed vowels and pretonic nuclei are subjected to heinous forms of
vowel reduction. Allophonic variation is triggered by onsets, as well as by coda’s (or the
absence thereof). In the discussion of the precise forms of reduction, the long vowels will be
omitted for the sake of brevity. They pattern  exactly as their short counterparts, but with an
extended auditory articulation. 

Reduction  of  a  stressed  vowel  is  perhaps  the  most  noticeable  when  the  coda
consonant  is  /ʔ/  or  /y/.  Nuclei  preceding  a  glottal  stop  anticipate  its  laryngeal  quality,
thereby constricting the pronunciation. This draws the vowel to the center of the mouth as a
coarticulatory phenomenon. Oddly enough, the palatal approximant patterns similarly. Thus,
/a, i, u/ before /ʔ, y/ become [æ, ʏ, ʊ] or they might receive a more pronounced laryngeal or
"creaky" articulation: [æ,̰ ʏ,̰ ʊ]̰. Closed syllables with a coda nasal, fricative or /w/ cause the
vowel nuclei to lose fronting and the canonical vowels shift to /ɑ,  ɪ, ʊ/. Onsets may also
colour the  succeeding stressed vowel. Labials  invariably pull  vowels  to  the  back of  the
mouth with additional rounding, turning them into into  /ɒ, Ʊɨ, u/. 

We have seen that reduction of stressed vowels can be divided into two categories:
coda conditioned reduction and reduction conditioned by onsets. These form an articulatory
hierarchy and the former takes  precedent over  the latter.  For  example,  the vowel  in  piʔ
‘unknown’ [piˀ ~ pḭ̰ˀ] will not be labialized even though the syllable starts with /p/, since the
glottal  "overrules"  the  former.  The  following  table  summarizes  the  different  forms  of
stressed vowel reduction:



Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

ä,  äː æ,  æː ɑ,   ɑː ɒ,  ɒː

i,  iː ʏ,  ʏː ɪ,  ɪː Ʊɨ,  Ʊɨː

u,  uː ʊ,  ʊː ʊ,  ʊː u,  uː
Table 1. Vowel reduction in  MS stressed syllables.

 The three phonemic vowels also show variation in unstressed syllables, but in this phonetic
environment specific coda’s or onsets are irrelevant. The result is a much more coherent
distribution of allophones than is the case in stressed syllables. After a stressed vowel, /a, i,
u/ become /ɐ, ʊ, ə/. This shortened, centralized pronunciation invokes the idea of lax vowels.
Unstressed syllabic /s̩ː/  is always short [s̩].

Lastly,  the  first  vowel  in  longer  words  is,  as  we will  discuss  later,  per  definition
unstressed. In this position, all short cardinals are leveled into a (voiceless) schwa [ə~ə̥] with
a duration that is shorter than that of usual vowels. In running speech it might seem as if
Sataw has complex initial clusters, while in reality there are hardly audible schwa’s . Long
cardinals are likewise leveled, but retain their length [əː]. Warituŋ (八镇), the name of the
village where the remaining Sataw reside, has the surface pronunciation [wəˈ.ri.ðəŋ]. 

- The consonants of  Modern Sataw

There  are  14  distinct  phonemic  consonants,  which  are  somewhat  more  stable  than  the
vocalic  elements.  The consonant  inventory of  MS is  may be  best  summarized by table
number one: 

Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Nasal m n ŋ

Stop p t k ʔ

Fricative f s, sː <ss> h

Approx. w j <y>

Trill r

Table 2. Consonant inventory of MS.



To the above figure of 14 native sounds, one must add the consonant phonemes that only
feature in words of indisputable foreign origin. Among borrowed consonants are /ts/, /ɕ/, /t͡ɕ/
and /l/. It is clear that the affricates are of recent borrowings and that their introduction into
MS was influenced by contact with Japanese where they often occur. The /ts/, /t͡ɕ/, /ɕ/ adapt
foreign loans by also standing in for the voiced versions /dz/, /d͡ʑ/ and /ʑ/. One can account
for the origin of Sataw /l/  by looking for transparent cognates in other native aborigine
languages. The loaned vowels are /e, o/, completing the 5-vowel triangle.

 The  phonetic  status  of  the  voiced  fricatives  [β,  ð,  ɣ,  ɦ]  in  Sataw has  long been
misunderstood (unsurprisingly given the lack of resource material on the language). In MS,
[β, ð, ɣ, ɦ]  are allophones of the voiceless stops /p, t, k, ʔ/  when between two vowels, the
first of which is stressed. Hence we see apa [ˈa.βɐ] ‘then (FUT)’,  mata [ˈma.ðɐ] ‘eye, center’
and Fuku [ˈfu.ɣə] ‘Fuku island’. Native lexemes rigidly adhere to the rule described above
and do not show this  elision in  other  situations,  for  example as  the  onset  of  a stressed
syllable.  There is however a considerable number of loan words that include the voiced
fricatives9. Since the voiced fricatives only appear in evident loan words and as allophones,
the sounds cannot be deemed phonemic.

Another alternation involves two syllables with the first ending in a glottal stop and
the second beginning with a fricative. The coda glottal stop will in this case be realized as a
preglottalized homoorganic plosive. The fricatives /f, s, h/ will cause the preceding glottal
stop  to  be  realized  as  [ˀp,  ˀt,  ˀk]  respectively  (the  ss  does  not  become a  preglottalized
plosive). For example, the compound  kruʔsuɕi 'to prepare sushi' results in [krəˀ͜tˈsuɕi]. In
fast speech this alternation is also realized across word boundaries. 

The  rhotic  /r/  sound  is  typically  an  alveolar  trill,  also  known  as  the  “rolled  r”.
However,  it  often  behaves  vowel-like  and  in  many  ways  the  rhotic  patterns  like  an
approximant.  In  coda  position  /r/  vocalizes  to  [ɐ̯]:  mafur  ‘IND-to.blacken  one’s  teeth’10

[ˈmɒ.fəɐ]̯. When co-occuring as a syllable onset, the rhotic lenites preceding approximants,

9 Compare  bukas [ˈβu.kɐs] ‘(christian) burial’ to Kav. u.kɐs] ‘(christian) burial’ to Kav.  bukas ‘to cover (the dead)’ and  sugata [səˈɣa.ðɐ] ‘clothing;
dress, attire; uniform’ to Jap. sugata ‘figure, appearance’.

10 Prima facie this verb is cognate with the established PKu root *apur ‘betel nut’. Until recent times it was common
practice for men and women alike to, from puberty onward, blacken their teeth. One diary entry in the PV-archive
reads: "a water-repellant solution they apply to their teeth in several layers until a deep black varnish has formed. It
preserves the teeth, so they insist". The semantic step in between the original meaning ‘betel’ and its modern usage
must be sought in the staining and discoloration of the teeth that is the result of the chewing of betel nut. 



making them more sonorous. More specifically, when the labio-velar approximant /w/ is
followed by the rhotic, the latter turns the former into a voiced bilabial fricative [β]: wrawta

‘fish<DIM>’ ['βrɑw.tɐ]. And although considerably more marginal, the palatal approximant /
j/ lenites to a voiced palatal fricative [ʝ]. 

- The phonotactics and stress of Modern Sataw

Sataw shows a slight preference for open syllables, but the most elaborate syllabic
structure that Sataw allows is (C)(r)V(C) where the range of permitted coda’s is limited
according to the position of the syllable in the word. In word final syllables, nasals (/m, n,
ŋ/), approximants (/w, y/), the non-geminate spirants /f, s, h/,  the rhotic (/r/) and the glottal
stop are allowed coda’s.  This  means that all  consonants save the obstruents /p,  t,  k/  are
permitted  in  syllable  final  position.  In  non-final  syllables,  the  category  of  spirants  are
additionally disallowed as coda’s, meaning only the nasals, approximants, rhotic and glottal
stop are valid. These restrictions can be summarized as: C [non final] = /n, m, ŋ, r, w, y, ʔ/; C[final]

= / n, m, ŋ, r, w, y, ʔ, f, s, h/.

The phonetic realization of a stressed syllable in MS is that it is longer, louder and
higher than compared to unstressed ones. Stress is on the penult in roots of two or three
syllables.  This  rule  is  illustrated  by  the  following  examples  (the  stressed  syllables  are
underlined): fi ‘child’; mata 'eye, center'; matssah 'IND-to bleed'. But it should be noted that
regarding these cases, i.e. roots of up to three syllables, there exists a complicating factor; if
the final syllable is heavy, it will attract stress instead of the penult. In MS, a heavy syllable
is defined as a word final syllable that is either closed with a diphthong nucleus (-uaC), or
one with any vowel nucleus, but with a coda glottal stop (-V(ː)ʔ)11: pituan ‘traveller’; psskaʔ

‘to be heavy, to be pregnant’.

In words of four syllables or more, the accentual pattern is more straightforward. The
second syllable will continue to be accented, even though it is not the penultimate syllable
any more. There are a number of clitics and affixes that are prefixed to the root, but do not
pull the stress to the left as would be expected. These “exceptions” are limited in number,

11 Significant controversy exists around the question whether or not Sataw is in violation of a phonological universal.
Chapter 16 of the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) states that in quantity-focused stress systems, long
vowels always form a condition for syllable weight. This is not necessarily true in MS, as word final long vowels are
not considered heavy by themselves. Only when followed by a glottal stop coda, does it qualify as “heavy”, thereby
not being any different from a short vowel. The supposed universal also does not hold for German and Dutch. 



restricted in scope and should be learned by heart. Finally, words of four syllables or more
generally  have  a  iambic  pattern  of  secondary  stress.  This  is  an  allophonic  process  that
results in placement of secondary stress on alternating syllables. This phenomenon can be
observed in every word class and is mostly relevant from a synchronic perspective. 

The exceptions to these rules of stress placement and syllable structure are interesting
to mention. Loan words typically conform to the structures as described above, but there are
a handful that do not, e.g. ma-taká ‘to not want, to dislike’ from Kav. mtaqa ‘id’. Names and
hydronyms sometimes allow for final /p, t, k/;  maŋanuk ‘king ratsnake’,  Kumat ‘a certain
long and narrow tidepool’. Expressives – sometimes known as ideophones - may have word
final stress or they may be composed of exotic consonant clusters; umtí umtí ‘(the sound of)
pans rattling’, urakprak ‘scary appearance’, swaswas ‘wading through water’.

3. HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY: PROTO-KUROSHIAN
- Reconstructed vowel inventory
The vowel inventory of Proto-Kuroshian (PKu) has been established with a fair degree of
certainty. It was demonstrated convincingly that PKu had a 4 vowel system, with an equal
amount of diphthongs. The following two tables summarize the reconstructed inventory:

Front Central Back

Closed i u

Mid  ə <e>

Open a

Table 3. Reconstruction of the Proto-Kuroshian vowel inventory.

Front Central Back

Closed iw uy

Open aw, ay

Table 4. Reconstruction of the Proto-Kuroshian vowel inventory.



-  Blust’s reconstruction
The work of Robert Blust forms an indisputable milestone in the study of PKu in all its
facets. He has taken on an almost rhizomatic approach to proto-languages, thereby copiously
commenting on morphology, syntax, vocabulary, common metaphors and symbolism. On
page 547, we find the following reconstruction of the PKu consonant inventory: 

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Retroflex Velar Glottal
Nasals m n ɲ <ñ> ŋ
Stops p, b t, d ɖ <D>  k, g, ɡʲ <j> q

Fricatives s <S> ç <s> h
Affricates t͡s <C> c͡ç <c>, ɟ͡ʝ <z>
Laterals l <N> lʲ <l>

Trill / Flap r, ɾ <R>
Approx. w j

Table 5. Blust’s reconstruction of the consonant inventory of Proto-Kuroshian.

This schema is somewhat remarkable in that it posits a well developed alveolar and palatal 
series. Additionally, there is a retroflex stop (“only in final position”12) and two rhotics, one 
alveolar flap and an alveolar or uvular trill. Unfortunately Blust’s work is not without flaws, 
as particularly the coronals are subject of heated debate.

- Wolff’s reconstruction

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Nasals m n ŋ
Stops p, b t, d c, ɟ <j> k, g q, ɣ

Fricatives s h
Laterals l lʲ <ɬ>
Approx. j w

Table 6. Wolff’s reconstruction of the consonant inventory of Proto-Kuroshian.

A critical review of Blust is presented by John Wolff (2010). As can be deduced from the
tables above, Wolff provides a more sober and economical schematization of the Proto-

12 Blust, R. 2009. The Austronesian Languages, p. 547. 



Kuroshian consonant inventory. And although his analysis overlaps with that of Blust in
many aspects, the former has quite some methodological and metalinguistical arguments
with which he can legitimize not reconstructing a contrast in the proto-language. Thus he
simplifies Blust’s reconstruction of 25 original consonants and sizes it  down to only 19
original forms.

Channeling Labov (1994), Wolff argues that “sound change proceeds on a word-by-
word basis and is not completed until all forms with the phoneme in a given environment
have been replaced by the innovation”13. Thus  Wolff denies  or  complicates  the  Neo-
Grammarian principle that “sound laws admit of no exceptions”. When a sound change has
not been carried through all expected environments, this leads to a doublet of reflexes of a
single  proto-phone.  Put  differently,  the  laws  of  sounds  change  do  allow for  alternative
pronunciations  of   single  items.  Thus  by  not  accepting  the  central  thesis,  Wolff can
hypothesize rules of sound change that are less mechanical and less strict than those Blust is
said to adhere by. 

Borrowing, whether it be between dialects, strata or languages, may often account for
ambiguous  reflexes.  For  several  diachronic  mysteries,  borrowing  is  indeed  the  most
convenient  answer.  Of  course,  claims  of  language  contact  and  dialectal  variation  in
prehistoric times are nigh impossible to verify, especially in the Formosan context where
there is no written history. Even though claims like Wolff’s are unfalsifiable, one must keep
two points in mind. One is that over the course of the >5000 year history of the Kuroshian
language family many tribes have gone extinct, taking their language with them14. The other
is that tribes could have relocated considerably in that time span and that currently they live
apart, while in prehistory they might have lived in close proximity.

It is not possible, nor is it necessary to replicate all the different arguments against the
neo-grammarian hypothesis, or those in favor for a theory of lexical diffusion. It suffices to
state that it is this author’s position that the nexus of phonological change is the word, not

13 Wolff, J. 2010. Proto-Austronesian Phonology with Glossary: volume I, p. 22. The case study that is being referred
to here is that of Martha’s Vinyard, USA. Labov concluded that in the speech of the community, those with stronger
ties to the island tended to develop centralized allophones of the diphthong /aw/, whereas those with a more negative
outlook on island life did not centralize to the same degree. Social connotation influenced the spreading of the
allophones and as a whole the sound change did not manifest in all lexemes or in all idiolects. 

14 Unfortunately this area of research remains underdeveloped and the number of credible hypotheses regarding the
historical linguistic diversity on Formosa is exiguous. 



the sound and that sound laws thus do admit exceptions. This fundamental assumption is,
although not completely at odds with Blust, more in line with most interpretations of Wolff.

- Alenicheva’s reconstruction

My conclusion is that many of Wolff’s claims are justified and that one could considerably
trim down Blust’s reconstruction without losing any predictive power. The reason for Blust
to posit a series of affricates for instance, or to add a retroflex are valid for a limited number
of languages, but there is no reason to assume they existed in the earliest stages of PKu and
they were not the consequence of innovations that spread. Thus I will follow his schema,
albeit with some slight, but necessary modifications:

First, Wolff’s emittance of any kind of rhotic consonant is discordant with evidence
from the Sataw. Many Sataw words are testament to a proto-phoneme *r, which manifests in
MS as /r/ or /sː/, as will be discussed in the next chapter. The “voiced post-velar stop” <ɣ>
that  Wolff posits,  yields  liquids  and  spirants  in  the  modern  daughter  languages.  For
example: *ɣabihi ‘night’ manifests as Kav.  ɣabi  ‘evening’,  as well as  mrabin  ‘spend the
night’, or Saisiat and Amis where *ɣ and *l merged to /l/. In many of the world’s languages /
r/ may develop into a post-velar stop, possibly through the middle stage of an uvular trill or
uvular fricative, but much less often do we see the reverse development. Thus it would be
more opportune to posit a PKu *r or *ʁ, instead of *ɣ. 

That is not to say there is no evidence for a post-velar stop, like Wolff posits. On the
contrary, it is this author’s belief that at least three post-velar stops or "gutturals" need to be
reconstructed for PKu or PKu+1. The evidence for this series lies predominantly in the
initial permutations of words with a fossilized uvular affix or compound. This alternation,
also known as consonant ablaut, is triggered by the historical dissimilation of sounds and a
possible shift in stress. Interesting to note is that these sounds need not be adjacent. In the
cases below, an unmarked form is suffixed with an  AUGMENTATIVE suffix. Please note that
Sataw morphology is notoriously promiscuous and often pairs with both verbs and nouns:

PKu *qaCi: ʔasi ‘to fall, flow, spill’
‘ebb’ asiʔ ‘to splash, overflow, cascade’



PKu *qutaɬ: ʔutay ‘a small berry’
‘small plant’ hutiʔ ‘a large berry’

PKu *qamis: ʔamis ‘north’
‘north’ kamiiʔ ‘far north’
The initial mutations are Ø~h~k~ʔ, the last of which is positively marginal. Thus we need to
account  for  at  least  three  original  postvelar  stops;  *q1,  *q2  and  *q3.  By  means  of  this
algebraic  notation,  we  can  describe  the  relationship  between  the  proto-sounds,  without
having to commit to an exact reconstruction. Chapter 6 will feature a lengthier discussion on
that topic. 

The final point of contention is the sound reconstructed by Wolff as a "very front
lateral" or *ʎ. Only in a small minority of languages, the palatal lateral is maintained and
this  reconstruction  is  admitted  to  have  a  lot  of  complications,  most  of  which  may  be
explained by phonemic stress placement in the Proto-language according to Wolff. Blust’s
doubt is appropriate here; without a widely accepted stress system for PKu, but having to
rely on cognate sets in certain primary branches15, one should fall back on  *l, *n and *ɲ as
separate PKu phonemes rather than the more adventurous *l, *n, *lʲ~ʎ. 

When  we  take  the  revision  of  the  palatal  nasal  and  the  post-velar  parts  of  the
reconstructed  consonant  inventory  into  account,  the  result  would  be  a  system  of  20
consonant phonemes for PKu:

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Nasals m n ɲ <ɬ> ŋ
Stops p, b t, d c, ɟ <j> k, g q1,  q2 q3

Fricatives s ʁ <r>
Laterals l
Approx. j <y> w

Table 7. This author’s reconstruction of the consonant inventory of Proto-Kuroshian.

15 Blust, R. 2009. The Austronesian Languages, p. 576-579. 



4. MAJOR VOCALIC CHANGES
Disentangling the diachronic phonology of any language without written history is less of a
a mechanical, computational process, and more of an art. When there are no premodern
accounts  of  the  language,  reconstructing  the  exact  chronology  of  language  change  is
speculative by default. As mentioned before, dialect and language borrowing contribute to
the difficulty in building an all encompassing road map for language change in the Sataw
language. This problem is magnified by the time depth of the Kuroshian family, which is in
all  likelihood  comparable  to  or  greater  than  that  of  Proto-Indo-European16.  Thus,  the
following list of sound changes is not exhaustive and many gaps remain to be filled in by
future research.
- Accent and stress
Sataw is  to  be regarded as  a  fixed stress  system with predictable  stress  based on word
boundaries and the type of feet.  As has been shortly mentioned before, stress in shorter
words is on the penult, barring word final syllables of the shape -Vʔ or -uaC that count as
heavy. In longer ones, stress is on the second syllable. Given that the stress system of PKu
must have been much more erratic, MS’s fixed accent system thus represents an innovation.
Since the placement of stress within a word seems to have been of substantial significance
for the diachronic mutation of certain consonants or deletion of vowels, it is necessary to
touch upon accent and word stress first before the specific sound changes are presented.

Since  1915  (see:  Brandstetter)  there  has  been  discussion  on  whether  PKu  had
contrastive  accent,  or  stress  on  the  antepenult.  Wolff (2006)  claims  that  positing  the
existence  of  trisyllabic  roots  for  PKu  would  account  for  many  apparent  irregular
correspondences in today’s Formosan languages. The greater part of his evidence revolves
around the abundance of word medial consonant clusters in modern disyllabic roots, where
PKu had a restriction on closed first syllables. In trisyllabic roots, vowel weakening lead to
syncope of an unstressed vowel and the subsequent loss of one of the three syllables. If we
follow his argument, PKu had mono-, di- and trisyllabic roots and in the case of the latter
two, stress could be on any of them.

16 In the writings of E.A. Myushkina (known in the parisian emigré mileu as Madame Miouchkine) the Kuroshian 
languages are referred to as "primordial" and " antedeluvian". When comparing the it to Sanskrit, she writes: ‘cette 
langue des brahmanes initiés c’est pas qu’une commentaire a la ... [langue] ancienne de Kuroshio’. PV-archive, 
P23:2.



The evolution of fixed stress is closely related to the reduction of trisyllabic roots.
How and under which circumstances languages would lose a certain syllable is however not
directly evident. Wolff (2010) writes: 

Stems of three or more syllables lose a syllable in one of three ways: (1) loss of the 
V of the penultimate syllable (most frequently attested development), (2) loss of the 
first syllable of the stem, (3) loss of sonority in the final syllable (not frequently  
attested)17. 

Sataw too connects various types of sound loss to stress shift. Roots with three syllables
with medial schwa abound in reconstructions of PKu and it is this wholesale syncope of
schwa’s in the earliest stages of Sataw that facilitated the shift from early trisyllabic, to later
disyllabic roots and shift of stress to the penult. Subsequently, the position of stress was
generalized so that in words of three syllables or more, stress is on the second syllable. 

The second route mentioned by Wolff is the loss of the first syllable of the stem and it
is also attested in Sataw. And the implications for the patterning of stress seem significant
given that the initial was exclusively lost in words with reconstructed stress on the second
or  the  final  syllable,  but  not  the  initial.  For  example,  both  ʔani ‘to  dawn,  day  (n)’
(alternatively  ʔanian ‘(one)  day’)  <  *daqáni  ‘id’  and kaniʔ ‘husband,  patriarch’  <
*ɣuqánay-q ‘man-AUG’  have reconstructed forms with stress on the penult.  Having final
stress, *leqacém lost the first syllable to form kasim ‘sour’. The systematic loss of the final
sonorant touched upon by Wolff is absent from Sataw.

Yet no explanation has been offered regarding final syllables with the shape -Vʔ or -
uaC, which in MS attract stress instead of the penult. The former with the final glottal stop
shows regular sound correspondence with reconstructions with word final stressed *-Vq or
*-éCVq. PKu *binesiq is reconstructed with final stress, and continues this in MS  pinsi  ʔ  

‘seed, seedling; begin, cause’. We must thus infer that the uvular quality of the final stop
attracted stress before debuccalizing to /ʔ/. 

Heavy  final  syllables  with  a  diphthong  nucleus  are  a  later  innovation  and  are
predominately found in *-u suffixed with the nominalizer affix *-an.  This rule evidently

17 Wolff, J. 2010. Proto-Austronesian Phonology with Glossary: volume I, p. 47.



spread by analogy to all words with final -uan, and consequently further to include all -uaC
endings,  even  if  these  word  endings  are  not  the  result  of  historic  or  even  synchronic
nominalization.  None  of  the  words  with  this  shape  can  be  reconstructed  to  have  a
monomorphemic form.

There is  a need to  distinguish Sataw morphemes into accent-shifting and accent-
neutrals. Accent-shifting morphology determines the placement of the word it has attached
to by the accentual potential of an affix, i.e. some affixes can cause the stress to shift within
a stem or even onto a suffix itself. Accent neutrals on the other hand never have an influence
on the position of stress. It is not yet entirely clear to what extent these processes must be
regarded as synchronic functions, rather than diachronic ones and further research into the
morphophonology of Sataw affixation is needed.
- Vowels and diphthongs
Unlike  some other  languages  of  the  area,  no  Vokalverschiebung has  taken place  in  the
history of Sataw. Many of the cardinal vowels can be recognized from reconstructions and
although vowels are synchronically subjected to rather inhumane forms of reduction, as was
discussed in the section of contemporary Sataw, phonemically they are much like they were
millenia ago. The most important innovations are: deletion, the innovation of long vowels
and vowel sandhi (including the formation of a new diphthong).
- Vowel deletion
Deletion or elision was one of the most defining phenomena in Sataw’s vocalic history.
There are three forms of elision that were especially prominent:

1. Deletion of schwa’s
2. Deletion before intervocalic liquids
3. Deletion of initial *i with possible compensatory lengthening.

The first form of deletion, the elision of schwa, was unconditional. PKu *ə has no systematic
correspondence  to  a  specific  sound in  MS.  Schwa  deletion  must  have  happened in  the
earliest stages of the Sataw language and it is the main culprit  for some of the consonant
clusters  and syllabic  consonants  that  abound in MS.  For  instance,  PKu *gərgər  ‘shake,
shiver, tremble’ manifests as MS  ksskss  ‘to mix, stir’ or PKu *bərəqat ‘to be heavy’ MS
psskaʔ ‘to be heavy (of density), to be pregnant’. 



If however the elision resulted in the simultaneous creation of an illegal consonant
cluster, the schwa was mostly replaced by /u/ or /i/. The underlying phonological rule here is
that *ə became /i/ when following a labial consonant. In all other cases *ə survived as /u/.
So for PKu *ənəm ‘six’ we find MS num ‘six’ instead of *nm (as there were no syllabic
consonants in Sataw prehistory, and “nm” is an illegal cluster) or *nim. On the other hand, a
*C[labial]ə series yields the regular correspondence C[labial]i, as we can deduct from makasim

‘be  sour’  <  *leqacem  (with  loss  of  the  initial  syllable).  The  noun  krasim  ‘pickled
condiments’ is either an alternative form of the same root with metathesis of the liquid, or
with insertion of the infix -r- denoting diminutiveness.

The second form of deletion is the deletion of the first vowel in  syllables with the
shapes CəRV(C) and CV1RV1(C), where the R stands for either /ʁ/ or /l/ and the first nucleus
was either a schwa or the same cardinal vowel as the second nucleus. In these cases, the first
vowel nucleus was deleted, leading to apparent metathesis of the liquid, resulting in the
complex onsets that abound in MS. That is to say *ʁ-metathesis developed into Css-onsets
and *l-metathesis developed into Cr-onsets. This can be demonstrated by PKu *baraŋ ‘rib’.
The first vowel was deleted, creating a form with initial cluster *pʁ-. The uvular liquid then
became syllabic */ˈpʁ.̩aŋ/ and over time underwent fortition into MS  pssaŋ ‘rib, besides,
next to’. For comparison, see Bunun balaŋ, Tsou farŋə ‘rib’.

It  might  not  be  totally  appropriate  to  refer  to  the  aforementioned  process  as
metathesis, since it is less a question of switching sounds than deleting. One could argue
however that the term “metathesis” may be invoked if this process  resulted in compensatory
lengthening on the vowel. Compensatory lengthening we find in a limited number of open
syllables with an intervocalic lateral; PKu *CəlV or *CV1lV1-environments. In MS, these
developed into CrV:-series. For instance, MS mraa ‘OV.AUX; IND-take, grab’ < PKu *m-ala
‘to take, fetch, get’. This result is quite marginal however, given that mraa is only one of the
limited verb stems that are not disyllabic, probably owing to the prominence of the verb. 

The final form of vowel deletion is that of word initial *i.  This happened mostly in
word roots that were reconstructed as trisyllables. It does also manifest in high frequency
lexical items like personal pronouns, case markers and auxiliary verbs that were originally
disyllabic. In the case of these high frequency morphemes, the next vowel was lengthened.



For example, the first person singular  pronoun  is reconstructed as *iku (with a possible
unsyncopated form *iaku). This became MS kii through the middle stage of *iki, with the
second vowel nucleus having assimilated to the first.

- Creation of vowel length
The academic consensus is that PKu did not have phonemic long vowels. Given that several
Formosan languages18, among which MS, do currently have long vowels, vowel length must
be an innovation. There are three ways through which they developed. As has been shown in
the previous paragraph, in the development of the first person singular pronoun word initial
*i was deleted and this triggered compensatory lengthening on the vowel of the following
syllable. This rule can be summarized as iCV(CVC)  → CV:(CVC), where stress is on any
non-initial syllable. 

This  historical  deletion  did  not  only  generate  a  lot  of  long  vowels,  it  is  also
responsible  for  the  perceived  irregularity  in  the  INDICATIVE  MOOD verb  paradigm.  The
indicative mood is typically marked by either the -am- infix or the m- or ma- prefix. There
are examples however of a conjugation pattern that deviates from the standard, but they are
in fact the result of regular sound changes; where one would expect †ma-sifun, instead the
original *i  resurfaces.  For instance, the MS noun  siifun  ‘dried kelp’ has a corresponding
verb m-isifun ‘IND-fuel, kindle a fire’. 

The  next  phase  concerns  coda  fricatives.  Succeeding  stressed  vowels,  they  were
elided with simultaneous compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel nucleus. The
MS  noun  piipis  ‘rain’  is  derived  from  Early  Sataw *ma-bisbis  ‘to  rain’  for  example.
However, long vowels were produced when the fricative was the first part of a consonant
cluster and could not resyllabify to a coda. In addition it should be noted that non-word final
coda fricatives (and coda consonants in general) were scarce in PKu. 

The previous example *bisbis is a reduplicated monosyllable and therefore somewhat
of  a  phonotactical  exception.  Most  reconstructions  have  an  original  *V́Fə(CVC),  which
means the second wave of vowel lengthening was facilitated by the deletion of schwa’s in
the earliest stages of Sataw. PKu *iseguŋ ‘nose’ has the MS reflex iikuŋ ‘smell, odor’, which
supports the claim that the deletion of schwa led to a bisyllable *isguŋ before lengthening

18 For examples of vowel length as a distinctive feature in Formosan languages see: Saaroa (Pan: 2012), Budai Rukai
(Chen: 2006) and Kanakanavu (Blust: 2009). A more debatable claim was made regarding the Tsou language by
Wright (1996).



the vowel through coda deletion. As a side note, Blust’s reconstruction as *ujuŋ is based on
reflexes in Malayo-Polynesian and Kav unung19, but this reconstruction is incompatible with
evidence  from Sataw.  Thus,  Wolff’s  *iseguŋ  seems a  more  plausible  reconstruction  for
Formosan.

Stepping back to the verb *ma-bisbis, we notice that its derivatives point to the fact
that  coda  fricatives  only  affected  stressed  nuclei.  The  compound  pipiikaw  ‘to  water,  to
sprinkle’ (also ‘to get tipsy’20) for instance, has a lengthened penult. Although both the first
and the second syllables originally had coda fricatives and in both cases they were deleted,
the compound verb -kaw < *qaw (compare Kav:  qawang ‘to release water’,  qawarin ‘to
throw away’)  pulled the stress  one syllable  further  to  the  end of  the  word,  causing the
lengthening of the penult instead of the first nucleus of the root. 

Finally, there are marginal cases that we have already reviewed where metathesis of a
liquid led to instances where a geminated vowel arose word finally in a monosyllabic word:
CV1r~lV1 →   Cr~lV:.  An  example  is  the  verb  mraa ‘OV.AUX’  has  undoubtedly  been
preserved in this single syllable form because of the fact that it is a high frequency word. As
these long vowels  are  a  sporadic  side effect  of  liquid  metathesis,  it  is  not  necessary to
discuss this topic in depth.
- Vowel hiatus and sandhi

Vowel  sandhi  is  the  next  process  that  was  historically  influential,  principally  in  hiatus
contexts. Hiatus between vowels is tolerated in the current stage of the language. It is found
across morpheme boundaries, as is often the case in languages that are tolerant of hiatus, but
also morpheme internally can hiatus be discerned.  The sequence of three vowels in the
romanization of the word saaaŋ ‘island’ for instance is not indicative of an overlong vowel,
as is the case in the Estonian orthography, but of a long open vowel followed by a syllable
split  that initializes a short open vowel [ˈsaːɐŋ]. Personal names and words with evident
sound symbolism are also prime targets  for vowel hiatus.  Just  two examples are  Rauan

/ˈra. an/ ‘͜əa/ PERS.NAME (male)’ and ui /ˈu.i/ ‘type of bird’.

In earlier stages however, the Sataw language more strongly favored a syllabic pattern
in  which  consonants  or  consonant  clusters  alternated  with  vowels.  When  through
19 Wolff’s  discussion of  Kavalan  offers  examples  of  loss  of  “the   s-onset  of  the  penult  before  *e”  and  also  the

alternation of PKu *g with Kav. /n/.
20 Mostly when used intransitively or with an ORIGINATIVE voice auxiliary. 



morphological or syntactic concatenation syllables ended up juxtaposed, the result could be
a series of (two) vowels occurring adjacent to one another, also known as vowel hiatus. It
was  historically  dealt  with  in  several  ways.  Roderic  Casali  in  his  1996  dissertation
distinguishes six possible strategies, listing them as follows21:

Heterosyllabification: CV1+V2 > .CV1 .V2.

Diphthong Formation: CV1+V2 > .CV1V2.

Epenthesis: CV1+V2 > .CV1 .CV2

Vowel Elision: CV1+V2 > .CV2(:). or .CV1(:).

Glide Formation: CV1+V2 > .CGV2(:).

Coalescence: CV1+V2 > .CV3 (:).

Four of the aforementioned phonological processes that are related to vowel sequences of
the type CV1+V2 must be mentioned here. From, this overview, morpheme internal sandhi
patterns will be omitted as this puts us in the realm of synchronic processes, rather than
diachronic ones.

First historical method of hiatus repair is diphthong formation. This one is the most
straightforward and systematic of all diachronic forms of sandhi found in Sataw. Here, the
MS diphthong <ua> / a/  was generated in all instances, regardless of stress placement,͜əa/

where *a became preceded directly by *u or *ə. The word  iruan ‘speaker’ is a disyllabic
word in MS, but had thee syllables at an earlier stage: *iru-an ‘speak-NML’. An indication
that diphthong formation is not a synchronic process is the adjective urua  [əˈru.ɐ] ‘same,
identical, equivalent’ which has a syllable split between final /u/ and / a/. 

The second process involved the deletion of one of two adjacent vowels. Rather than
combining the two vocalic syllables into one diphthong, the first vowel was dropped. This
happened when the adjacent vowels were identical,  or when the first was the high front
vowel *i. Examples. When the second could undergo gliding, it did so. Casali additionally
mentions the epenthetic consonants as a repair strategy. In Sataw too we find cases where a
stem  that  ends  in  a  vowel  is  not  followed  immediately  by  another  vowel,  but  finds  a
consonant interposed between those vowels. When deletion of either V1 or V2 would cause a
significant semantic or morphological distinction to be lost, there are epenthetic consonants.

21 Casali, R. 1996. Resolving Hiatus, p. 1.



5. MAJOR CONSONANTAL CHANGES 
In  the  section  below are  described the  primary  sound changes  that  have  systematically
affected the consonants of Sataw throughout the ages. Only the systemic correspondences
are  selected,  as  more  irregular  patterns  like  metathesis  are  not  included.  The  sections
relating to the postvelars are subjected to continuous change, as they are still under study by
this author. 
- Development of postvelars
For a long time it  has been an unchallenged dogma that Proto-Kuroshian had only one
postvelar stop. This claim was first put forward by Dempwolff, but has found a modern
proponent in Blust. But before blindly accepting the Dempwolffian dogma, the reader may
bring to mind the operations detailed in the section called ‘Alenicheva’s reconstruction’22.
That  pattern,  tentatively  called  consonantal  ablaut,  involves  a  permutation  of  the  initial
glottal  stop  in  the  root.  This  author  claims  that  these  examples  provide  very  concrete
evidence for a new "Trigutturalic Theory".  In short, this theory states that at least  three
postvelar or guttural stops need to be reconstructed to explain the permutations in Sataw.

These processes are unlike forms of consonant mutation found in other languages (a
broad  overview  of  which  can  be  found  in  Merrill,  201423).  In  those  cases,  consonant
mutation patterns  were created when a consonant  underwent  a sound change under the
influence of a segment in an adjacent morpheme. So in case of initial mutations, these can
be  explained  by  a  historical  prefix  that  was  lost,  but  came  to  form  a  mutation  grade
synchronically.  In  languages  where  final  consonants  mutate,  they  are  often  specific  to
various suffixal conjugations.
- Development of stops
Early Sataw did not distinguish between the original PKu plosive series /b, d, ɟ, g/ and their
unvoiced counterparts,  thereby dissolving the voiced stops  while  generally  retaining the

22 Some credit is due here to the late L.P. Prokhanov. Working as a philologist in the Pertsikov-Voland expedition
(1920-1921),  he was staffed with the study of  the  Sataw folkloric  works,  and especially  the rites  surrounding
funerary songs. In the corpus that he put together, he found that the glottal stop could be encountered regularly in
root words, but much less frequently in conjugated or declined forms. In his capacity of filologist for hire, he was
obliged to heed the esoteric, if not downright lazaritic interests of the expedition’s sponsor, unfortunately neglecting
to systematize the sound changes. "The glottal permutations," he wrote, "are the result of rampant language contact
and borrowing between tribes in prehistoric times" (PV-archive, P67:56-a).

23 Merrill, J. 2014. A Typological Overview of Consonant Mutation. 



voiceless ones. The velar stops are the prime example of this merger, as we see a simple,
unconditional merger of voiced *g with unvoiced *k. Take ma-ksskss ‘mix, stir’ from PKu
*gərgər, or  ma-kira ‘be good; be tamed’ from PKu *gila ‘wild, excited’. Modern <g> is
found exclusively in loans and is pronounced as a fricative /ɣ/, rather than a stop /g/.

In MS however, not all of /p, t, c, k/ are found as the resultant series of a voiced-
unvoiced merger. Sataw stands out from many other Formosan languages in that the palatal
stop *ɟ did not merge with *d24. If in the history of Sataw a voiced obstruent merged, it was
with the corresponding voiceless sound. As such, *ɟ fused with *c and since the modern
language does not have /c/ as an independent phoneme, it must have continued to evolve.
The development was *c > *y between vowels or syllable finally. The name of the Sataw
homelands,  the  Fuku  archipelago,  comes  from  PKu  *pucek  ‘navel’,  (Blust:  <pujek>)
indicating *pucek > *puyk > MS fuku.

The emergence of MS /f/ shows a regular correspondence with PKu *p and *h. When
followed  by  a  high  vowel,  i.e.  either  *i,  *u  or  *ua,  those  consonants  became  /f/.  For
example,  MS  fisuw  “drink”  <  PKu *hisəp  “sip”,  but  given that  Sataw historically  and
synchronically has the rule of deletion of stem initial h- when prefixed by a consonant, the
IND. form of “drink” is misuw < *m-hisuw. Additionally, it is not yet certain whether Sataw
had innovated long vowels by the time /f/ arose as an independent phoneme, so it is possible
that *i: and *u: also allowed for the *p > /f/ development. 

A further development was that both *b and *p vocalized and became /w/ in syllable
final position. The endonym Sataw is testament to this development; PKu *atab “cover, seal,
lid” > ataw. When prefixed with the linking particle  s, this resulted in  s-ataw. In MS the
approximant /w/, as well as the /y/ may be regarded as a semivowel. However,  [ʊ̯] only
shows  up  in  coda  position  and  cannot  be  followed  by  another  consonant  in  the  same
syllable.  This  also  means  they  cannot  constitute  diphthongs.  Thus  it  would  be  more
convenient to classify /w/ and /y/ as approximants instead of semi-vowels.
- Development of fricatives

Perhaps the most iconic feature of MS phonology is the geminated ss. As discussed
in  the  chapters  on  vowel  deletion  and  Alenicheva’s  reconstruction  of  PKu,  ss can  be

24 A survey in Wolff (2010) learns that *c and *ɟ have merged in Kavalan, Atayal, Puyuma, Bunun, Kanakanavu and

possibly Amis and Paiwan. What this means for the position of Sataw in the Formosan phylum should be subject of
future discussion.



uncontroversially  reconstructed  to  *ʁ.  When  this  sound   directly  succeeded  another
consonant, it first was fronted into a velar fricative *x, then even more into the alveolar
points of articulation. One of the locative voice auxiliaries, is derived from PKu *diRi ‘to
stand’; *tʁi > ts̩.i  with further erosion of the vowel leading to tss /ts:/ ‘LV.AUX; to stand’25. 

The single  s does not appear to have travelled a long way phonologically speaking.
Retained  as  /s/  in  almost  all  positions,  *s  can  be  confidently  mapped  on  MS /s/.  For
example, =su ‘2.ERG’ which Ross (2006) reconstructs as *su=26, and sawrim ‘to hold’ from
*sapsap ‘hold’ + *lima ‘hand’ (compare Kanakanvu mati-sapəsap ‘to grope’). Exceptions to
the diachronic retention of *s is the loss we found in words with initial *is- and *isə-, which
as we have seen show an initial  ii-  in MS. *s, along with *h was deleted in recent times
under specific intervocalic conditions. The compound word  saaaŋ  ‘island’ has elided the
intervocalic fricative in *asaŋ. Furthermore, the alveolar *t (when preceding a high vowel;
*ti) and the palatalized alveolar *c often yield /s/.
- Development of resonants
The nasals are spectacularly stable, as MS /m, n,  ŋ/ can be traced back to PKu *m, n,  ŋ
respectively in all but two environments. The odd one is *n which in the end of a syllable,
after a stressed vowel turned into the velar nasal /ŋ/. The MS verb kaŋa ‘to eat’ for instance
has the well-established PKu counterpart *kaen, rather than *kaŋ or *kaŋa. The first step
was the deletion of the schwa, leading to the verb becoming a monosyllable and the only
nucleus  bearing  the  accent.  The  shift  of  n→  ŋ  was  triggered  by  the  stressed  nucleus
preceding it. In the final phase an echo vowel was appended. 

The hesitance to reconstruct <ł> as a lateral has already been stated. Instead, this
author  opts  to  support  Blust’s  *ɲ,  for  a  nasal  reconstruction  is  more  compatible  with
evidence from MS. Take the coordinating particle  ŋa ‘and’ (not to be confused with the
contrastive  i  ‘and’).  Ŋa  shows an initial  nasal and has a similar distribution in Malayo-
Polynesian. Between vowels and insyllable final position, PKu <ł> corresponds with MS
/y/.  The verb m-utay ‘IND-search, look for’ from PKu *qutał has it word finally and retains it
when  affixed:  m-utay-u ‘IND-search-3ERG’.  Although  this  is  just  one  example  of  *ł

25 For the sake of completeness, this is the full list of MS auxiliary verbs: a ‘ACTOR’, i ‘UNDERGOER’, mraa 
‘ORIGINATIVE’, ruy, ray, tss and Ø ‘LOCATIVE’.

26 Ross, M. 2006. Reconstructing the Case-marking and Personal Pronoun Systems of Proto-Austronesian, p. 539.



becoming  /y/  intervocalically,  this  realization  is  consistent  enough  to  attribute  it  to
analogical levelling.

Finally, the development of historical /l/ can be detailed. One type of sound change
that was applied is l-vocalization. At the end of a closed syllable, *l turned into [w], which
when in coda position may be regarded as an allophone of the semi-vowel [ʊ]. In all other
positions, *l is reflected as an alveolar trill /r/ in MS. Both sound changes are reflected in the
words  risaw  ‘SUBJ.to  paddle’  and  the  derivative  risran  ‘fisherman’,  coming  from Early
Sataw *risal(-an) or *lisal(-an).
- Consonant clusters
Illegal consonant clusters, i.e. clusters that at any point in time violated Sataw phonotactical
restrictions, were simplified. Those clusters were either (1) broken up by an epenthetical
vowel (anaptyxis), (2) the coda of the initial syllable, thus the first of the cluster got molded
into the phonotactical framework and adapted to become a legal coda. For obstruents, this
was ʔ after a stressed syllable (3) Other coda’s (C1) unstressed position were deleted.

6. OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS
For  long  the  linguistic  affiliation  of  Sataw has  been  unclear.  Its  unique  grammar  is  in
important  ways  distinctly  unlike  that  of  languages  that  neighbour  it.  Through  the
establishment of systematic sound correspondences in the core lexicon, Sataw can be related
to other aborigine languages with more ease in the realm of phonology than can be done
regarding changes in morphosyntax.  Although recent research by has elucidated various
phonological changes linking Sataw to Pku, major problems remain that should be taken up
on in future research. 
- The exact quality of q1,  q2 , q3

So far the question of how the three postvelars should be reconstructed has been delayed.

Deletion of initial -h and –ʔ is non-optional. Deletion in some cases of word final -h. This

might prove an essential clue in solving the mystery of the *q-question.

- Loss of Proto-Kuroshian verb morphology
Kuroshian voice paradigms typically involve a combination of prefixes, infixes and suffixes.
In MS, this ornamentation of voice affixes on the Proto-Kuroshian verb root has been lost
almost  in  its  entirety,  the  one  exception  being  ma-,  m-,  <am> which  still  function  as



INDICATIVE MOOD markers. How, why and when the other morphemes were lost is unknown.
The loss of voice affixes on the main verb cannot be reliably explained by phonological
erosion, as the sound changes needed to explain the loss of the affixes -an, -en and si- would
not be consistent with other already established sound correspondences. 

For instance, loss of *an is restricted to the loss of passive voice. The homophone *-
an is also a well established PKu suffixal marker, turning verbs into agentative nouns. This
piece of morphology has been maintained into MS and is in fact still very productive; the
modern  loanword  denwa  ‘telephone’  can  be  made  into  the  agent  noun  denwan  ‘caller,
telephone operator’ by way of this ancient suffix. Given that -an is conserved in nominal
morphology, the loss of a homophonic syllable in the verb complex through phonological
processes alone,  is  unlikely.  Also,  quite some of the historical  voice markers survive in
fossilized forms in contemporary lexical verbs.

Here we may take note of the external causes proposed by members of the Pertsikov-
Voland team in reconstructing the history of Sataw’s verbal morphosyntax. Even before the
20th century, the recurrent theme of a foreign origin of the Sataw in their mythology led the
researchers  to  believe  that  the  Sataw  language  was  at  one  point  in  time  "restructurée

profondément"27.  Far from being an outdated theory for amateurs and crackpots, Li (2004)
has  noted  the  existence  of  a  strikingly  similar,  but  not  quite  identical  homeland  motif
amongst  eastern  Formosan  tribes.  For  a  linguistic  analysis  of  potential  migrations  and
language contact, see Li’s paper The origins of the East Formosans.

It  is  indeed  often  claimed  that  large  scale  reorganisations  of  verb  clauses  are
associated with pervasive language contact. Trask and Millar describe situations of intensive
language contact as such:

Intensive contact: […] In morphology, typologically disruptive changes such as the 
replacement of flexional by agglutinative morphology or vice versa, the addition or 
loss  of  morphological  categories  that  do  not  match  in  source  and  borrowing  
languages, and the wholesale loss or addition of agreement patterns.28

27 PV-archive, P201:199.
28 Trask & Millar, Trask’s Historical Linguistics, p.293



The "language-contact argument" can be summarized as follows: We ascertain that there has
been almost whole-sale loss of the original PKu voice morphology. If we attribute this to
language contact, this would have had to be with a typologically very different language.
With the exception of Rukai, all Formosan languages share a similar system that retains the
PKu affixes. 

Putting a morphological explanation forward is a more fruitful alternative to exoteric
speculation (a more elaborate answer should be formulated in a future paper that is not
primarily focussed on phonological aspects of Sataw): the loss of the PKu voice affixes does
not  predate  the  grammaticalization  of  the  auxiliaries.  Rather,  at  one  point  some  verbs
became grammaticalized into auxiliaries with voice implications, rendering the PKu voice
affixes on the main verb superfluous. Since the semantic payload of voices has been shifted
to the auxiliaries, the markers became obsolete and besides ma-, m-, <am>, the other affixes
mostly eroded from the main verb.

7. WORD LIST
The following is a list of MS words that have featured in this paper. Please note that the
dictionary  entry  for  verbs  is  their  INDICATIVE  IMPERFECTIVE form.  This  has  become
convention and given the morphological clues inherent in the affix, this author will follow
that convention. If no etymology has been reasonably asserted or hypothesised, it is simply
lacking from the entry. If the etymology is given, but unspecified, it is PKu.
a: ‘and’ (PART). Its use is more contrastive than ŋa, not unlike Russian a.  Both Wolff and
Blust list a "(connective) ligature) *a.
a: ACTOR VOICE.AUX.

m-afur: ‘to blacken one’s teeth (v). *apuR ‘betel nut’.
m-apa: ‘then (FUTURE)’ (adv.).
apuraʔ: ‘ritual dagger’ (n).
m-ataw: ‘to cover, to hide’ (v) / ataw: ‘cover, lid, top’ (n). *aCab ‘cover’.
bukas: ‘(christian) burial’ (n). Kav. bukas ‘to cover (the dead)’.
ma-denwa: ‘to telephone’ (v) / denwa: ‘telephone’ (n), denwan ‘caller, telephone operator’
(n). All from the Jap. denwa ‘id’. 
fi: ‘child’ (n), ‘ small’  (adj). 



fisuw: ‘drink’ (n.) /m-isuw (v.) *hisəp ‘sip’.
fuku: ‘navel’ (n) *pujek ‘id’.
i: UNDERGOER VOICE.AUX.

iru:  ‘language, speech, oration, rhetoric, discourse’ (n) iru sataw ‘the Sataw language’,  ra
iru ra psskaʔ ‘a rousing  address’. iruan ‘speaker’ (n).
iikuŋ: ‘smell, odor; the sense of smell’ (n). *iseguŋ ‘nose’ (Wolff; Blust reconstructs it as
*ujuŋ). m/s-iikuŋ: ‘smell smth; to scent’ (v). ikuŋan (iikuŋ-an) ‘nose’.
m-isifun: ‘to fuel, kindle a fire’ (v). The correlating noun is siifun: ‘dried kelp’. 
kaniʔ: ‘husband, patriarch’ (n). 
kanita:  ‘heirloom,  an  object  with  spiritual  connotations  that  is  passed  on  through
generations’  (n).  *qanita  ‘supernatural  being’,  very well  attested  in  Formosan (Yamada:
2002).   Reconstructed in  Early  Sataw as  *q1anita,  the  initial  k-  here  is  unexpected,  but
probably arose from analogy with the less specialized and more predominant term kanitaʔ.

kanitaʔ: ‘demon, evil spirit’ (n). From *q1anita with the AUG suffix.
k-am-an, kaŋa: ‘to eat’ (v). *kaen ‘id’.
ma-kasim:  ‘be sour’ (v.intr.),  k-am-sim:  ‘to pickle’ (v.tr.).  *leqacem.  krasim:  ‘(alcoholic
beverage made from) pickled condiments’ (n) is formed either through metathesis of the
liquid, or insertion of -r-, there is no corresponding noun *kasim. 
ma-ksskss: ‘mix, stir’ (v). *gərgər ‘shake, shiver, tremble’.  ma-ksskss-utu: ‘to inspire; to
(be of) interest’ (+qutu ‘head’). maksskss-ksskis: ‘to quake and tear (like an earthquake or
ripping cloth)’, + Kav: kiskis ‘razor’ (n). 
ma-kruʔ/k-am-ruh:  'to  prepare,  perform  (smth)'  (v).  One  of  the  few  non-auxiliary
monosyllabic  verbs,  it  is  most  often  used  with  a  nominal  loanword  complement,  e.g.
kruʔbukas 'to perform a christian burial',  kruʔsuɕi 'to prepare sushi'. From Middle Sataw
*q1ruq1 'to do smth. immediately or rigorously', in turn from Old Sataw *q1luq1 'to behave
heroically', possibly from *q1ulu 'head, main, chief'.
kutay: ‘berry’ (n). *qutaɬ ‘small plant’.
maŋanuk: ‘king ratsnake (elaphe carinata var. fukuensis)’ (n).

mata: ‘eye, center’ (n). *mata ‘id’.
ma-nirasan: ‘to accompany’ (v). Kav: mani-razan ‘to take the same way’.
num: six. *ənəm ‘six’.



ŋa: ‘and’ (PART).  This particle unites words and clauses. Contrasts with  a  and  hu=.  It is
unknown whether *ɬa ‘and’ was conjunctive. 
ŋa: ‘rite, ritual; tradition’ (n). 
ŋaʔan: ‘a Japanese person’ (n). MS ma-ŋaʔŋaʔ ‘to quack (like a duck)’. 
p-am-pis:  ‘to  rain’  (v).  MS *Ca-bisbis  ‘id’.  Like most meteorological verbs this  verb is
conjugated with an initial Ca-, denoting intrinsic REFL. piipis: ‘rain’ (n). pipapipis: ‘to rain
cats and dogs’ (v),‘ rain shower’ (n),  p-am-piipipis: ‘to get drenched, to get soaked’.  ma-

pipiikaw:  ‘to  sprinkle;  to water (of  plants);  to  get  tipsy’  (+kaw,  compare Kav:  qaw  ‘to
release water’).
pinsiʔ: ‘seed, seedling; root, begin, cause’ (n). *binesiq ‘seed’.
p-am-itu:  ‘to  travel;  to wander;  to follow a set  trajectory (like a star);  to move using a
watercraft’, pituan: ‘traveller’ (n). Early Sataw *bitu ‘id’.
pssaŋ: ‘rib, besides, next to’ (n+adv.) *baraŋ ‘rib’.
mapsskaʔ:  ‘to be heavy (of density), to be pregnant, to have an impact (of deeds), to be
persuasive (of words)’ (v). *beReqat ‘to be heavy’. Most probably this includes a fossilized
*-q AUGMENTATIVE suffix. Probably related to this root is psstan,  the traditional term for a
transvestite priestess.
mraa: ORIGINATIVE VOICE.AUX, ‘to take, grab’ (v). *m-ala ‘to take, fetch, get’.
r-am-isaw: ‘to paddle’ (v). *risal ??. Compare MS risran ‘fisherman’.
saaaŋ: ‘island’ (n). *isa ‘ one’  + asaŋ ‘town’.
sawrim:  ‘to hold (by hand),  clench; catch; possess a human (slave)’ (v),  sawrim ‘slave,
servant’ (n). From *sapsap ‘hold’ (possibly PKu) + *lima (hand).
sugata: ‘clothing, dress, attire, uniform’. Jap: sugata ‘figure, appearance’.
swaswas: ‘wading through water’ (IDEO).

tss: LOCATIVE VOICE.AUX, ‘to stand’. *diRi ‘to stand’. As a locative auxiliary, it is used when
the main verb is not a state, a cognitive verb or a posture verb, so mostly with actions and
motions.

ma-taká: ‘to not want, to dislike’. Kav: ‘id’. This word has been loaned with a final accent.



ma-tssah: ‘to bleed’ (v.intr),  ‘to exsanguinate, to extract sap or juice from a tree or plant’
(v.tr) /  tssah ‘blood’ (n). Blust reconstructs as  ‘to bleed’  *daRaq, while the MS final /-h/
suggests *daRak.
ui: type of bird (n). The name of this bird is probably onomatopeic in origin.

umtí umtí: ‘(the sound of) pans rattling’ (IDEO).

urakprak: ‘scary appearance’ (IDEO).

urúa:  ‘same, identical, equivalent’ (adj). This is only one of three true adjectives in my
corpus (four if you count the morphologically complex ŋurúa ‘different’).

m-utay: ‘to look for, search, seek; to gather wild fruits’ (v). *qutał ‘berry’ can be safely
reconstructed. 

warituŋ: ‘Eight-town’, the remaining hamlet on Fuku island and previously a poetic term for
the island as a whole.
wawta: ‘fish’ (n). Kav: baut ‘id’. This cognate is uniquely shared with Basay and Kav. (Li:
2004, p. 372).
ya: ‘a lot, many’ (n.)
ʔi: ‘egg’ (n). *qitelur ‘id’. There is a plural form ʔitrur, one of the very few plural forms in
the lexicon.
ʔutu: ‘head’ (n).  Early Sataw *q1utu ‘id’, a variation on *qulu ‘head, main, chief’. 

8. EPILOGUE
This paper is of course a description of the history of a fictional language (“conlang”) and
not a language that can or could be encountered in the natural world. Although it draws
heavily on the indigenous languages of Taiwan, Sataw was constructed artificially and I
made liberal use of that artistic license. For instance, Blust’s and Wolff’s reconstructions are
used interchangeably and the morphosyntax, which was outside of the scope of this paper, is
decidedly  less  derived  from  Proto-Austronesian  than  the  lexicon  is.  The  epithet
"simulacrum" would  thus  be a  better  fit  than a  term like  a  "posteriori" to  describe  the
relationship between Sataw and real aborigine languages. Readers are invited to report their
comments or critique through email.



Finally, this paper is meant to serve as a prelude to a more comprehensive grammar
of the Sataw language (which will probably get the classic title Satawisches Elementarbuch,
even though that  might  alienate  a  possibly germanophobic  readership).  That  descriptive
grammar is  currently in  the works  and it  is  my dream to witness its  completion in  my
lifetime.  The fact  that  this  work has made it  out of the sepulcher of the mind, into the
material world is in large part thanks to N.G. Berg.
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